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Title word cross-reference

#13753 [Pri79].
* [DJ83]. i [Bro76, FR75]. k [SD16]. n [Bro76, FR75].
-safety [SD16]. -th [Bro76, FR75].
0 [Hor89]. 0-13-284027-8 [Hor89].
10 [Hoa71a]. 11th [Kap92, BJM09, GN12]. 14th [HJKM14]. 16th [AdA05].
17th [IEE76, Hoa86b]. 18 [Pri79]. 1971 [Hoa71a, HP72]. 1980
1999 [Ryd99].
2.1 [Hoa66a]. 2.15s [Hoa70b]. 2/WG [MW08]. 2000 [HBS01, IEE00]. 2003
Asia [IEE00]. Asia-Pacific [IEE00]. assembly [NS06]. assertion [CSW89].
Assertional [Pet91, Sha93]. Assertions [Hoa00d, Hoa02f, Hoa03a, Hoa03b]. Assessing [AO21, FG84]. associated [CSW89]. Asymptotic [GR96]. asynchronous [JHH89]. asynchronously [dR02]. asynchrony [HHJ90]. Atlanta [Ryd99]. atomic [Win89]. Aug [EN74]. August [AdA05, BS76, Bro96, HP72, HBS01, IEE02, WGF13, Dij70]. Author [JM21d]. authorization [BN10]. Automated [BY92, BY96, Kap92, Sok87, CSW89, Kap92]. automorphisms [Hoa79]. Auxiliary [Kle99, vON02]. Award [Ash87, HJ16, Hoa21b, BO12, Hoa12b, Hoa12a]. Axiom [Cla79, Qia90]. Axiomatic [BT84b, Hoa69, Hoa83b, Hoa01a, Hoa81c, Hoa966, Hoa09]. Axiomatics [CK79]. Axiomatization [dB02]. Axiomatizations [CGH83].


C [Ana87, Bae65, Bar75, Bar74, Bro73, Hoa70b, Hor89, Lb74, Ros94, FG84, HG88, Hoa90d, Hoa91c, Hoa91d]. C-MOS [HG88, Hoa90d, Hoa91c, Hoa91d]. C. [ACH76, Dij70, Dij74, Dij75, Dij77, Dij82d, Dij82a, Dij82b, Dijxx, Hoa82b, JRW10, Suh09]. CA [AdA05]. CADE [Kap92]. CADE-11 [Kap92]. Calculi [HvS12b, Old81, vSH13, HvS14, Kir82]. Calculus [Hoa81b, HSW19b, RWH01, WZX19, Hoa81a, HZ82, Hoa85b, HSW19a, Mih90, ZHR91, vKH95]. Call [dBH21]. Call-by-Value [dBH21]. Calls [Bri02, SLN07]. can [PJ89]. Canada [LL08]. Card [HSA10]. Cartesian [SD16]. Case [Hoa64b]. Categorical [HH90a, HH90c, KN92, HH90b, Hoa90a]. categories [MHH91]. Category [Hoa89c]. Causality [HSA19b, HSW19a]. causally [SS95]. causally-ordered [SS95]. CBE [HW04]. CCS [HH10]. CE [GR97]. Century [Cip00]. certification [BG09]. Certified [CSV07, NS06]. Certifying [CCC+17]. Chain [Gri98]. Challenge [Hoa96i, Hoa03g, HM08, Hoa03h, Hoa05a, WBC+21]. Challenges [HM19, Hoa04e, HM05]. Characterisation [HS94]. characterization
Contribution [WH66a, WH66b]. Contributions [BD01, BD01]. Control [EHP+75b, Hoa93c, Hoa75b, Hoa76d]. conversation [DH94]. Copy [Old81]. Correcting [vd86]. Correction [HHF+75b, Hoa93c, Hoa75b, Hoa76d]. conversation [DH94]. Copying [Old81]. Correcting [vd86]. Correctness [Ano07a, Ano07b, Hoa81b, HZ81, Hoa01b, Hoa07b, Old84, BY92, CCC+17, Fok87, GB96, Hoa72f, Hoa75d, Hoa76f, Hoa81a, HZ82, HG88, HZ90, HH90d, HH90e, HH92, Hoa96g, SNBD16, VHHS06, ZH81, ZH92, dH08]. Corrigenda [HW74, HHH+78a]. Corrigendum [Hoa78c]. cost [Hoa76c]. couple [Hoa85b]. courses [Hoa76h]. Crash [CCC+17]. crashes [CCC+17]. Critic [Lew97]. Critique [GM81, Hoa68a, O’D82]. cryptographic [BGB09, dH08]. CSP [AJ805, BR21, HM85, Hoa06b, LS84, May21, SH85]. Cultures [Hoa97]. CV [Mis21]. Cyber [ZLW+19]. Cyber-Physical [ZLW+19]. Cyclic [BBC08].

D. [Dij77, Dij82d]. Dahl [Bar75, Bar74, Llo74, OKL04]. Data [BNNN22, HHS86, HH90b, Hoa68b, Hoa75a, Hoa90a, Hoa01b, BT84a, Hoa72c, Hoa72f, Hoa75e, Hoa76f, HHS87, Hoa96g, HW11, LV96, Win89]. data-parallel [LV96]. Database [LL08, Qia90]. databases [RNT90]. Dawn [Day12a]. Deadlocks [SL97]. decidable [BT82b]. Decisions [HM19]. decomposition [Tak87]. Dedicated [JL11, LWZ13, Dij77, Dij82d, Dij99, dOSRS19, Dij82a]. deduction [Kap92]. Deductive [Bro96]. Definition [HW73, HW74, Hoa74a, Hoa96f]. delivered [Hoa71a, Hoa86b]. Denotational [Aic19]. Dependable [JL11]. dependent [NMS+08]. Derivation [vd86, Hoa90d, Hoa91c, Hoa91d, HHS97, HJS00]. described [PJ89]. Design [EHP+75c, HM19, Hoa73d, Hoa73e, Hoa73f, HH87b, Hoa87b, HJ91, HHS93, RW101, Ryd99, Bro96, GH92, Hoa74b, Hoa74e, Hoa75b, Hoa76d, Hoa89b, Hoa96c, Hoa10a]. designs [Hoa90d, Hoa91c, Hoa91d]. determinism [HK80]. Deterministic [Mam16, dB02]. Developing [HM19]. Development [WH66a, WH66b, BHL90]. Developments [Hoa91b, HvSM+14, HvSM+16]. dialog [EHT87]. did [Hoa96b]. Dijkstra [Bar75, Bar74, Llo74, AH22, BFG+02, Day12a, FvGGM90, Hoa03d, Jac15]. Directed [Sil81]. directions [CSA+96]. discipline [Dij76, Hoa73a]. disciplines [Hoa73b]. Discrete [KH82]. Discussion [Ano07a, Ano07b, GH92]. Discussions [MW08]. Distinguished [Hoa12a, BO12, Hoa12b]. Distributed [JMS87, HH87a, MP88, RAR+10, Rid09, VT90, Ver87]. Distribution [GR96]. Doctoral [JM21c]. does [Hoa04d]. Doha [BJM09]. DOM [GSWZ08]. domain [FM90]. Down [Hoa99, Ols97]. Draft [Hoa86e, WTD+69]. DSE [HJR04b, HJR04a]. durations [ZHR91]. Dynamic [BNNN22, dB02].

E. [Pri79]. ed [Hor89]. Edinburgh [IEE88]. Editor [Pet91, Wel97]. Editorial [Hoa72a, Hoa94b]. Editors [Cip00]. Edsger [AH22, BFG+02, FvGGM90, Hoa03d, Hoa22]. Effective [CGH83, JM21a].
Grained [Dij82d, Dij77]. Grand [Hoa03g, Hoa04e, HM05, HM08, Hoa03b, Hoa05a, WBC+21]. grape [Hoa04c]. Graph [PP12]. Graphical [WHO09, ZLW+19]. graphically [PJ89]. graphs [Hoa79]. gratitude [Dij82d, Dij77]. Gries [Sti88]. Guarantees [HM19]. guards [GP94]. Guest [Hoa72a, Hoa94b]. guide [Hoa70b].

H [Bro73]. Hall [Ano87, Hor89]. Hamburg [HP12]. hand [Hoa10b]. handling [CD82, Hoa65b, Hoa68f, Szc91]. Hard [Hoa00a]. hardback [Hor89]. Hardware [HP94b, HP94a, GH92]. healthiness [HH00]. Hedges [Str21]. Held [BS76, Bro96, EN74, GH92]. Help [Hoa93c]. Hemel [Hor89]. Hempstead [Hor89]. Hierarchical [Dij72, Dij71]. hierarchies [BS76]. High [Hoa73c, Hoa76c]. Higher [DJ83, Nan95, SLN07, TDB13]. higher-order [Hao79]. highly [VHHS06]. highly-concurrent [VHHS06]. Hints [Hoa73d, Hoa73c, Hoa73f, Hoa74b, Hoa75b, Hoa76d]. Historic [BD01, JL11]. histories [BGP11]. Hoare [Ano87, Bar75, Bar74, BO12, Bro73, Hor89, Pri79, dOSRS19, Ano07a, Ano07b, Anoxx, Apt81, AO19, AO21, AMMO09, AMO13, ACH76, Bae65, BGB12, BT82a, BT82b, BT82c, BT83, BT84b, BT84a, BK84, BCK+19, BE91, BGP11, CCC+17, CK79, CSW89, Cla13, Cla79, CGH83, Coe95, CK00, DH94, DJ83, DW84, DRW00. Day12b, DHD97, DN13, Dij70, Dij74, Dij75, Dij72d, Dij82a, Dij82b, Dij89, Dij99, DJxx, ED96, FY21, FM90, FKM12, Fra00, GSWZ08, GM81, GP94, GR96, Grü98, HV02, Hoa80a, Hoa82b, Hoo91, Hoo92, Hoo94, HGRA89, HJ00, Jac15, JRW10, Jon21, JM21f, Kir82, KP98, Kle99, KN92, Kl17, Koz00, Lam80, LS84, Llo74, Mam16, MP88, NMB06, NMB08, NS77, Nie87, Nip02, O’D82, Old81, Old83b, PP12]. Hoare [Pra76, Pro95, RWH01, Rod85, Ros94, SU07, SNBD16, Shu09, Sok87, SD16, Sti88, Sun96, Szc91, Tak87, TDB13, Wan76, Wan78, Woc21, XSZ16, Yin11, db02, dH81, dh08, vH85, vO01, vON02]. Hoare-calculi [Kir82]. Hoare-like [BT82b, Nie87, Old81, Szc91]. Hoare-Logic [Dij83]. Hoare-Style [PP12, DHD97, DN13, SNBD16, TDB13]. Hoare’s [Apt84]. Hoc [WZX19]. HOL [vO01]. holy [Hoa03c]. honour [DRW00, Ros94]. horizons [HJR04b, HJR04a]. horizontal [DW84]. Houston [IEE76]. Hrsg [Bro73]. Hybrid [Pos19].


KDF9 [Hoa64a]. Kernels [KI17]. Key [HH97c]. Keynote [Hoa90c, HH90e, Hoa91e, Hoa78e]. Kiel [BHL90]. King [Hoa03c]. Kingdom [Hor89, JN13]. Kleene [BJM09, BJM09, HMSW09a, HMSW09b, HMSW11, HvSM+14, HvSM+16, Koz00]. knights [Hoa03c]. Knuth [Dij77, Dij82d].

Language [CK79, Cla79, DJ83, EHP+75c, HW73, Hoa73d, Hoa73e, Hoa73f, HW74, HMM05, Ker84, Ryd99, Hoa72g, Hoa74a, Hoa74b, Hoa75b, Hoa76d, Hoa89d, HBBP90, Ker81, Sti88, Szc91, BS76, Hoa96f]. Languages [EHP+75a, EHP+75c, EHP+75b, FG84, HL74, HS85, BT84a, HHH87a, HHH87b, HHJ92, Hoa93c, HvS12b, Hoa13a, Hoa13b, Hoa14, RH86, HvS14, RH88]. LCF [Sok87]. Learning [Hoa02d]. lecture [Hoa71a, Hoa86b, Hoa07b, Hoa21b]. lectures [Mü10, Ash87]. Legacy [AH22, Hoa00b, Hoa01c]. Let [Hoa90c].

Lett [Pet91, VT90]. Letter [Dij70, Hoa66a, Hoa68c, Hoa82b, Pet91, Dij74, Dij75, Dij82b]. Letters [GR97, McR97, SL97, Wel97]. level [Hoa68b, Hoa73c, HBBP90, SU07]. Life [AH22, JM21f, Hoa00c]. Like [HV02, BT82b, Hoa04d, LV96, Nie87, Old81, Old84, Szc91, Old83b]. Limitations [Hoa68d]. linear [AMO13]. linearisable [VHHS06]. linearizable [SNBD16]. Linking [HH97a, HH99a, Hoa05]. List [Jon21, vd86]. List-Copying [vd86]. Local [GZW08]. locality [HMH+11]. Logic [Apt81, AO21, BNN22, BT82c, BT84b, BÉ91, BP03, DJS3, FY21, HV02, HS85, HO08, HSW19b, HJ00, IEE88, Kle99, KN92, KI17, Lam80, LS84].
Mam16, Sok87, dBH21, vON02, Apt84, AO19, AMO13, BN10, BT82a, BT82b, BT83, BT84a, BK84, BCK+19, BBC08, CCC+17, Chl13, Coe95, CK00, DW84, Day12b, ED96, GP94, HG88, Hoa96c, HH01, HSW19a, Hoo91, Hoo94, HGRA89, Koz00, MP88, Old83b, Pra76, Rod85, SU07, SSH99, SD16, Sti88, Sun96, Tak87, TDB13, WHO09, XSZ16, Yin11, dB02, dB08, vO01].

Logics [BGB12, CGH83, Nip02, O'D82, AMMO09].

London [AJS05, Ano76, Ano87, Bar75, JN13].

Long [BHF05]. Long-Running [BHF05]. loop [BG01]. love [Hoa02d]. low [SU07]. low-level [SU07].


MR [Pri79]. Multiple [Pro95]. Multiprocessors [EH89]. mutual [PJ89]. My [Ker84, Ker81].

Name [Cip00]. NanoJava [vON02]. NATO [Bro96, HBS01]. natural [BT82b, SU07]. Needham [HW04, HJ04]. Net [Hoa12c]. Nets [HP12]. network [HM85, MH85]. Networks [EM81, WZX19, dB02]. Neuhold [Pri79]. Newnes [Hoa70b]. Newnes-Butterworths [Hoa70b]. News
non-determinism [HK80]. Nondeterminism
[Apt84, Ni92, FHD97, FHL97, KH90].
Nondeterministic
[Mam86, HG98]. Nonstandard [HG98]. Normal [HHS93]. Northern
[HP72]. Notation [Sp89]. Note [Ho72, CK00, Ho85a]. Notes
[Dj72, Ho87, Hoa85, Hoa86, Hoa89]. Notion [Old93].
novelties [Ho85]. November [BM79]. Novosibirsk [EN74]. NY
[Ka92]. nye [Kho89].
possible-world [TT91]. power [FM90]. powerdomains [Win85].
pp [Pet91, VT90]. Practical [BR21, Sha06, Hoa70b, JTH01]. Practice
[BF10, Hoa02e, Hoa02f]. praise [HvS12a]. Pre [MHH91]. Pre-adjunctions
[MHH91]. Predicate [Hoa78f, Nau95, Dij82a]. predicates
[Dij82a, HR84, Hoa84b, Hoa85e, Hoa93d]. Preface
[Hoa86e, Hoa96e, Hoa96g, Hoa96h, HM90, HM21, JM21b, Hoa96f]. Prentice
[Ano87, Hor89]. Prentice-Hall [Ano87, Hor89]. presence
[CCC +17]. Presentation [BO12]. Presentations [Bae65]. presented
[Ano76]. Prespecification [HH85, HHS87, HH86b, HH86c, HH87c]. Press
[Bar75]. Price [Bar75, Hor89]. Principles [LL08]. Probabilistic
[BGB12, HV02, WCF +19, HH97a, HH99a, dH08]. problem [CSW89].
problems [PJ89]. Procedure [Bri02]. Procedures
[DJ83, Hoa71b, Nip02, Fok87, Old83b, Old84]. Proceedings [ACM76, HP72,
HBS01, Bro96, DRW00, IEE88, ACM83, AdA05, BJM09, BF10, GN12, HP12,
HJKM14, IEE00, LL08, Ryd99, BHL90, Kap92, dOSRS19, RNT90]. Process
[BR21, GP94, Hoa05b, Hoa05c, HvS12b, Pet91, VT90, HvS14]. Processes
[BHR84, Dij71, Hoa78c, Hoa78b, Hoa81b, HZ81, Hoa85a, Hoa87a, Hoa02a,
HO08, Hoa21a, KH82, OH86, AJS05, EHT87, HH83, Hoa78a, Hoa80b,
Hoa80c, Hoa80d, Hoa81a, Hoa81d, HZ82, Hoa83d, Hoa91a, HHM +11, JHH89,
OH83, ZH81, dB02, Hoa83c, Ano87]. processing [HPGM93]. ProCoS
[HHBP90, BHL +96]. produce [Hoa04a]. profession [Hoa83c].
Professionalism [Hoa81e]. Professor [DRW00, Dij70, HJ16]. Program
[Ano07a, Ano07b, ACH76, BN8N22, CH72, Fet88, Hoa71d, Hoa75d, Hoa87b,
Hoa07b, HJ00, vA98, vd86, BK84, BBC08, Bro96, Ch13, Csi81, DHT2, FH71,
GN12, Hoa71e, Hoa72e, MS89, NS77, Pri79]. Programmers [Hoa93c].
Programming [Bat76, Bri02, CK79, Cla79, DDH72, EN74, FG84, Hoa69,
Hoa72h, HW73, Hoa73d, Hoa73e, Hoa73f, HW74, HL74, Hoa83b, Hoa83e,
Hoa84a, HS85, Hoa86a, HJH +92, Hoa93c, Hoa94c, Hoa97, HH97b, HH98,
Hoa99, Hoa01a, Hoa02e, Hoa02c, HvS12b, Hoa13a, JM21f, KPH76, Ker84,
LWZ13, O’D82, Ryd99, WGF13, Woo21, BT84a, Ch13, Dij72, Dij76, HH90a,
HH97a, HH99a, Hoa64c, Hoa70b, Hoa72g, Hoa73a, Hoa73c, Hoa74a, Hoa74b,
Hoa75b, Hoa75c, Hoa76c, Hoa76d, Hoa76e, Hoa76h, Hoa80a, Hoa81c, Hoa85c,
Hoa86b, HH +87b, Hoa89d, HHBF90, HH90c, Hoa96f, HH91, Hoa09,
Hoa13b, Hoa13c, Hoa14, HvS14, Ker81, NS06, dOSRS19, RH86,
RH88, SSH99, Bar74, Hoa96e, Bar75, Llo74]. programmierung [DDH75].
Programs
[BT84b, Csi81, GM81, HV02, HR84, Hoa4b, Hoa85e, Hoa93d, JMS87, Lam80,
NN19, PP12, BT82b, BY92, CSW89, Hoa82a, Hoa86c, Hoa08, HGRA89, LV96,
Li84, NMS +08, Nau95, Nie87, Old83b, Old84, SLN07, Sha06, SS95, Yin11].
Progress [Gut19]. Project [HM08, BHL +96, MS21]. Proof [FH71, Hoa71c,
Hoa71d, Hoa72f, Hoa72e, Hoa76f, Hoa96b, Hoa01b, JMS87, Sok87, DHD97,
Fok87, HH87a, HH86a, HH87b, HJ91, KNM94, Nie87, VT90, Ver87, Hoa96g].
Proofs [BGB12, Hoa87a, BGB09, BY92, BY96, BBC08, Gar95, Hoa75d,
Hoa91a, LV96, Sha06, dH08]. Properties [Hoa78f, HH86a, SD16].
propositional [CK00, Hoa85b]. Prospects [Hoa72g]. Protocols [HZ81].
prototyping [HHBP90]. prosessy [Kho89]. Provably [HHF+94]. proves [HH09d, HH90e, HH92]. Proving
[ACH76, BK84, CH72, VHHS06, CSW89, Hoa10b]. Publications
[Bae65, Jon21]. purpose [Hoa72d].

Qatar [BJM09]. quality [Hoa72a]. Quantum [FY21, Yin11]. Quasiparallel
[KPH76]. Quasi [HJP7, Hoa71a]. quest [Hao3c]. Question [Lew97].
questions [Rod85]. queueing [Hoa73b]. quick [Pri79]. quick-sort [Pri79].
Quickselect [Pro95]. Quicksort [JaJ00, FH71, FKMJ12, Hoa61b, Hoa62a, Hoa96h, NS77].

R. [Ano87, ACH76, Bae65, Bar75, Bar74, Bro73, Dij70, Dij74, Dij75, Dij77, Dij82d, Dij82a, Dij82b, Dijxx, Hoa82b, Hor89, JRW10, Llo74, Ros94, Shu09],
[EHP+75a, EHP+75c, EHP+75b, Hoo92, Hoa75b, Hoa76d, Hoo94].
Real-Time
[EHP+75a, EHP+75c, EHP+75b, Hoo92, Hoa75b, Hoa76d, Hoo94].
Realizations [RWH01]. Reasoning
[Sha93, dBH21, vH85, CSW89, DN13, GSWZ08, GH92, Pet91, TDB13].
receipt [Hoa12a, Hoa12b]. Recommendation [Hoa68e]. Record
[Hoa65b, Hoa68f, Dijxx]. Recovery [Hoa11, HH87a]. Reconversion [Mam16].
Recursive [Hoa75e, Nip02, FH71]. Reduction [JH75]. redundant [MP88].
reference [SPI89]. refined [HHS86]. Refinement
[HH90d, HH90e, HH92, HHS86, HH90b, HHS87, Hoa90a, TDB13].
refinements [vA98]. Reflections [JRW10]. regular [HGGR89]. relation
[GB96]. Relational [BNN22, BGB12, BJM09, HJKM14].
Relations [BJM09, Fos19]. relative [Rod85]. Relatively [DJ83]. Reliability
[BG07, Hoa75a]. Reliable [Hoa96b]. RelMiCS [BJM09]. Rel [HM19].
Rely [HM19]. Remark [Bro76]. Remarks [ACH76]. Remote
[BJ01]. Report [Bat76, DDG+07, Hoa62b, Hoa68e, WTD+99, BHL+96].
repository [BHW06]. Representations [Hoa01b, Hoa72f, Hoa76f, Hoa96g].
Reprint [Hoa83b, Hoa83c]. Research
[BF10, Hoa03g, Hoa04e, HM05, BHL+96, BHL+96, Hoa03h, Hoa05a].
[Wan78, Wan76]. resume [HHS86]. retract [HH10]. Retrospective [Hoa09].
Review
[Ano87, Bar75, Bar74, Hoa70a, Hoa70b, Hoa77a, Hor89, Llo74, Bro73, Hoa64a].
Reviews [Hoa63a]. Revised [AJS05, MW08, WGF13]. Revisited
[vON02, Kir82]. Rewriting [JTH01, Sun96]. Richard [BO12, Dij99, Fra02].
RoboChart [WCF+19]. robust [GB96]. Roger [HJ04, HW04]. role
[Hoa73h]. Roles [BGP11]. Royal [Dij82a, GH92]. rule [Old83a, Tak87].
Rules [JMS87, Old81, CD82, JTH01, Tha06]. Running [BHF05].
Safety [BLH11, Hoa86c, SD16]. Said [McR97]. Salute [FvGGM90]. San [AdA05]. Sanderson [Hoa70b]. Saratoga [Kap92]. Schemes [Mam16]. School [HBS01, BS76, JH75, Müll10]. Science [Hoa76a, Hoa84a, Hoa96i, HBS01, Hoa07c, HJKM14, IEE76, IEE88, BJM09, DRW00, Hoa71a, Hoa96d, HB98, Hor89]. Sciences [HBS01]. Scientific [EH89, Hoa02e]. Scientists [Hoa89c]. scope [Hoa72d]. Scotland [IEE88]. sd&m [BD01]. second [MS89]. Security [BGB12, BGH07]. SELECT [Bro76, FR75]. Selected [Dij82c, MW08, WGF13]. Selection [GR96, Grü98]. self [CSV07]. self-modifying [CSV07]. Semantical [Pra76]. Semantics [Aic19, BT84b, BHF05, FHdR78, FHLdR79, GM81, HL74, HS94, HMM05, HO08, HB98, Hor89]. Semaphores [Bri02]. Seminar [HP72]. Sentences [Hoa61d, vH85]. Separation [HO08, BBC08, NMB06, NMB08, WHO09]. September [Ano76, BF10, HP72, JN13, Pet91]. Sequential [Ano87, BHR84, Dij71, Hoa75c, Hoa78b, Hoa83c, Hoa85a, Hoa86d, Hoa87a, Hoa02a, Hoa21a, KH82, LV96, vKH95, AJS05, EHT87, Hoa78a, Hoa80b, Hoa80c, Hoa81d, Hoa83d, Hoa91a, ZH81]. Sequential-like [LV96]. Series [HBS01]. service [HM85, HH86a, HH87b, HJ91, MH85]. Set [Hoa68g]. setting [Csi81, HH90b, Hoa90a]. Seventh [IEE00, LL08]. several [Pro95]. shared [DHD97]. shifts [Hoa04a]. Side [vON02]. sieve [Hoa72c]. SIGACT [LL08]. SIGART [LL08]. SIGMOD [LL08]. SIGPLAN [Hoa12a, Ryd99, BO12, Hoa12b]. Simple [CK79]. simplified [HM85, MH85]. Simulation [ED96, KH82]. Simulink [ZLW+19]. Simulink/Stateflow [ZLW+19]. Single [Hoa66c]. Sir [DRW00, HJ16, BO12, DH94]. size [Hoa74d]. Smallest [Bro76, FR75]. Smoothed [FKMJ12]. Smyth [FM90]. Society [GH92, Dij82a]. Software [BHH+06, BD01, BP03, BGHH05, BGH07, BLH11, Day12a, HK21, Hoa74e, Hoa75f, Hoa78d, Hoa78e, HP94b, Hoa96b, BS01, HM08, HM21, HMLS21, IEE00, IEE02, MW08, MS21, BW06, BHL90, Hoa72a, Hoa93e, HP94a, HB98, Hoa02f, Hoa06a, HM09, HMLS09, Müll10, RA+10, Ano76]. solution [PJ89]. Solutions [Dij82d, Dij77]. Some [BT82b, Hoa78f, Hoa87b, Rod85]. Sorcery [Hoa84a]. Sorry [San05]. sort [Pr179]. sorting [Fok87]. Sound [DJS3, Old81, AMMO09, BT82b, Hoa04a]. Soundness [Sok87]. Space [HSW19b, HSW19a]. Spain [GN12]. Special [HM21, HM09]. Specific [EHP+75b]. Specification [BLH11, HK21, HM85, MH85, OH83, OH86, ED96, HH87a, HH86a, HBBP90, RAR+10]. Specification-Oriented [OH86, OH83]. Specifications [Hoa82a, SNBD16]. specialized [SLN07]. Specifying [GM81]. spheres [Hoa04a]. Springs [Kap92]. stacks [BGP11]. standard [XSZ16]. Standardisation [EHP+75a]. Startling [Hoa78d]. State [Bat76, BN10]. state-modifying [BN10]. Stateflow [ZLW+19]. Statement [Hoa72b, Hoa96j]. statements [ED96, Lif84]. step
Transactions [BHF05, Hoa07a, Hoa10c, Qia90]. Transform [MH77].
Transformations [vd86]. Transformers [Hoa78f, Dij82a, Nau95].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transform [vd86].
Transformers [Hoa78f, Dij82a, Nau95]. Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
Translation [Hoa61d], translator [Hoa62b]. Transputer [Hoa91].
**Ya** [Bae65]. **Years** [Apt81, Hoa22, McR97, MS21, AJSo5, Apt84, AO19, Ash87]. **Yes** [Hoa04d]. **Ynot** [NMS+08]. **Yu**. [Bae65].

**Z** [BHL90, MH85, Spi89]. **Zurich** [MW08].
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